We combine tradition and modern
performance under one roof

Conservation roof window

The Roto Conservation roof window

The Roto principle: More freedom. More comfort.

The Roto Conservation roof window:
Designed to cater for a British traditional style

Advantages at a glance
Perfectly blends into the
roof slope
Predetermined
opening position
Good ventilation
performance due to the
axis in the upper third

Aesthetic appearance. Profiles
made of solid pine timber.

Self-locking cleaning
position

Plenty of
headroom
Pivot point
in upper
window third

Ventilation
Easy and
safe

Exclusive Design Handles.
All functions can be carried out
with just one handle.

Easy and
safe cleaning
in cleaning
position

Security.
The 3-point locking ensures that
the window is reliably sealed and
secured.
We‘ll be happy to advise you. Just call us:
Further information on our variety of Roto products
can be found in our main catalogue.
Roto
Roof Windows and Hardware Ltd.

Phone: +44 (0)1788 558600
Fax:
+44 (0)1788 558606

Swift Point Rugby
Warwickshire, CV21 1QH

info.uk@roto-frank.com
www.roto-frank.com
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Renovation requires
confidence
A range of regulations have
to be considered before
gaining official acceptance
for renovation work. The
Roto Conservation window
fulfils the regulations and
the demands of traditional
architecture without
compromise.
We offer a window finished
in black with a glazing bar
in the centre that meets
these requirements, and
also provides energy
efficiency.

Energy efficiency for
tomorrow
Anyone renovating today
has to think about
tomorrow. Continuously
increasing energy costs
and environmental
regulatory requirements
make this a necessity.
With the Roto Conservation
window you do not have to
worry about these aspects.
A considerabe contribution
is made by the safety and
heat insulation glazing
fitted as standard.
The Roto Conservation
window is available in six
standard sizes. For the roof
flashing you can choose
between either a version
for flat or profile tilies.

subject to change without notice.

Traditional Values
Roto combines tradition
and modern performance
under one roof. The many
years of experience gained
in the renovation market
have inspired our Conservation window. It gives a
traditional appearance with
the modern technology of
a premium product and the
window blends perfectly
into the roof slope.

